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ASUPS to
take over?
By Dan Crowe

News Editor
ASUPS wants to take over
management of the Expeditionary,
despite opposition from the Dean of
Students office, which runs it now.
ASUPS argues that under their control
the Expeditionary would be more
profitable and improve its services to the
students.
"What I would like to do is have
ASUPS take it over so it could be run
like it should," said John Otter, ASUPS
Vice President.
Concerns about the liability coveraec
on high risk equipment are making DO.
hesitant to relinquish control of the
Expeditionary.
"Because of some concerns that have
surfaced for liability, the Expeditionary
no longer rents wind surfers and canoes,"
said David Dodson, Dean of Students.
"That kind of liability can't be delegated
to ASUPS."
He indicated that they still carry items
like camp stoves which have the
potential for harming someone.
see Expeditionary page 3

UPS to get Pro-Choice butts heads with Pro-Life
UW11S mit.
By Dan Crowe

By Jennifer L. Murawski

Editor
Puget Sound will receive a $1
million donation originally intended
for the University of Washington,
according to yesterday's Seattle PostIntelligencer. But Will Thomas, the
UW alumnus who plans to make the
donation, has not formally promised
Puget Sound the money.
"I haven't notified them officially,"
he said. "But they know; they know
me there."
According to Alan Smith, Assistant
to the President, the relations between
Puget Sound and its donors is
confidential. So when Thomas'
donation does become official, it's not
a matter for public consumption.
Thomas said he rescinded his offer to
UW because he disapproved of the way
their administration handled the recent
retirement announcement for Mike
Lude. Lude has been athletic director
since 1976, and there is speculation
that he was forced to step down.
Thomas told the P-I, "I've given
them a lot of money out there. I won't
give them another nickel because of
this. That poor guy put in 15 years
there."
The P-I reported that the donation
was intended for use by the athletic
see Million page 3

News Editor
Women's and fetal rights were two of
the issues in question at an open forum
entitled: Abortion after Webster: What
Should Slates Decide?. The forum, held
Tuesday, was mediated by Theresa
Peyton, Kris Bartanen, and Syd Van
Atta.
Bartanen made the opening statement,
and turned the forum over to Van Atta,
who took the Pro-Choice stance, and
Peyton, who took the Pro-Life stance.
"This whole controversy has been
characterized as the 'Vietnam of the
90's'," Bartanen said. "The impact of
Webster is that now states can regulate
abortion."
The forum, however, quickly left the
Webster decision, and became a
discussion of abortion itself.
Van Atta quickly pointed Out that there
is a difference between Pro-Choice and
Pro-Abortion.
"Characterizing one side as ProAbortion is as erroneous as characterizing
one side as Pro-Life," said Van Atta.
"Should I find myself in a crisis
pregnancy, do I decide for myself what to
do, or do I have that choice? Do others
make it for me?
"The reason that I am Pro-Choice is
that legislation restricting abortions
assumes that women are irrational. They
assume that women are unintelligent, and
that women are not able to make
decisions concerning their reproductive
rights."

Thresa Peyton was given the
opportunity to present the Pro-Life point
of view.
"For me, the Pro-Life position is not
inherrently political," said Peyton. "Its
something you live.
"The right to chose an abortion denies
the rights of the unborn. The rhetoric
that reduces abortion to a bunch of tissue
is incorrect."
After Peyton finished her side of the
story, the floor was given to Van Atta
one more time before the open discussion
began.

"If you are advocating laws which
restrict abortion, you are political," Van
Atta countered. "Even if you agree that
life begins at contraception, you can't
agree that 46 chromosomes dividing and
multiplying is as important as a person.
The woman has to take precedent.'
One audience member suggested
education as an alternative to abortion.
"We're leaving the education up to
someone else," she said. "The schools
want to offer sex education, but the

see

Forum page 3
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Theresa Peyton, Kris Barianen, and Syd Van Alta mediate the abortion open forwn.
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Senators asked not to start a civil war
By Stephanie Dorsey

tonight propose we do not have a

ASLIPS Reporter

civil war," said Otter.

The students presented their budget
proposal to the Budget Task Force in a
closed meeting Tuesday. ASUPS
President Bill Potter, ASUPS Vice
President John Otter and Senator Paul
Weigel gave the presentation.
"We won't really know how it [the
rrcscntation] went until the budget
comes out in February," said Potter.
The newly elected senators also were
sworn in on Tuesday. After thanking the
seven outgoing senators, keynote speaker
Senator Lisa Mayte warned the ten new
senators that they would not always find
that their constituents agreed with what
they did. "Don't take it personally," she
reminded them.
Otter addressed the challenges of
working under a new constitution,

He passed out awards and certificatesto
the outgoing senators. John Mayers also
received recognition as an outstanding
auxiliar' staff member.
Senate Chair Lisa Larson, Pro
Tempore Nathan Board, Liason Director
Matt Allen, Scott Glass, Monica Legatt,
Thabo Mokoena and Amanda Fox all
ended their terms last night. Only Fox
will return as a senator for the next year.
This Thursday will be the first formal
Senate meeting where all the new
senators have voting rights. At the last
meeting only old members and class
senators were able to vote.
At that meeting, Senator Nathan Board
reported that the Governance Committee
would be using the inauguration Tuesday
night to form a basis for written
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October 26

4:30 pm

A student reported the theft of several
emblems from his vehicle parked near
Todd Hall.

October29

8:55am

A University staff member witnessed the
theft of a bicycle from the Student Union
Building.. A Tacoma Police officer and a
Security Services staff member recovered
the bicycle and apprehended the suspects.

October29

10:30 am

A University staff member interupted a
bicycle theft from the Student Union
Building. The bicycle was recovered and
the suspects apprehended by the Tacoma
Police Department.

October 30

11:05 am

A student reported the theft of a walkman
and misc. cassette tapes from his locked
vehicle. The vehicle was parked near North
9th and Lawrence Streets,

October 30

2:04 pm

.

A stUdent repbrtëd the theft of his wallet
and checkbook from his locked vehicle.
The vehicle was parked near North 13th
and Washington Streets.

guidelines of the process. He also
reminded senators to think about senate
projects such as putting in new bike
racks or quarter machines.

"Don't take it
personally."
Senator Thabo Mokoena reported that
the Academic Standards Committee was

considering a change in grading systems
because of increased grades and SAT
scores. The summer session may also be
broken into two sessions.
ASUPS also recognized The National
Abortion Rights Action League. Dan
Weston was appointed to the Finance
Commitee, Amy Pirch to the Faculty
Senate Life Committee, Darin Padur to
the Faculty University Enrichment
Committee and the Dance Programmer
posiuon was filled by Lloyd Dual.

Speaker to be chosen for
c o rn ni en c eni. e nt addre s s
By Jennifer L. Murawski
Editor
Though graduation may seem far on
the horizon for those who are shuffling
through their last semester and a half of
school, a student committee is already
soliciting suggestions for a possible
commencement speaker.
"There's only a $1000 honorarium plus
travel, so typically we get someone tied
to the university, an alum, for instance,"
said ASUPS Senator Lisa Mayte who
organized the committee.
University President Phil Phibbs and
ASUPS President Bill Potter will
officially extend the invitation to
possible speakers, but they will base

their decisions on student input,
according to Alan Smith, Assistant to
the President.
"They did extend an invitation to Tom
Foley, and they haven't heard back yet,"
said Smith. "We've suggested quite a lot
of distinguished alumni, parents and
friends of the university."
The student response thus far has been
far-fetched.
"I've heard Willie Mays, Steve Largent
and Mikhail Gorbachev," said Mayte.
The committee hopes to choose a
speaker soon, so that the invitations can
be sent before the end of the semester,
said Mayte.

.,

_PEN Mon -Sat:
1 1:30-8f.O
In North Tacoma's Westgate Center, 5136 N. 26th (26th & Pearl), kitty corner from Starbuck's

Chicken .....................395
425
Sirloin Steak Skewers
Combination ................3 99
.........

( Chicken & Sirloin)

THE
PIZZA ANSWER
A LARGE 1 ITEM PIZZA
$5.55 PLUS POP
A MEDIUM 1 ITEM PIZZA

$4.99
PLUS POP
627 8844
SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
OPEN UNTIL 1:OO A. M.
NOT GOOD WITHOTHER OFFERS
PLUS SALES TAX

GOOD AT PARTIUPATING LOCATIONS
EXPIRES 11/07/90

za

Foryour
convenience, call:

7592553

All Natural Ingredrunts. No MSG Added.

Orders served with
Rice & Salad. A la carte
also available.
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Drawing for next semester's books
free Enter at Bonsai Teriyaki.
Bonsai
Teriyaki Grill:
a great
concept in
take-out.
Bring some
to the park!
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5736 North 26th
Tacoma, WA

*$150 cash value. One entry per visit per person. Drawing
will be held December 10.
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Senator Lisa Mayte does not agree that
liability would be a problem.
"Look at the Outhaus," Mayte said.
"They receive funding [as Outdoor
Programs] from ASUPS. Students sign a
release to take care of the liability.
"What would you do if you were
renting from somewhere else? It would
be a matter of having students sign a
release and recognizing the danger of
anything to hurt them. You could choke

on a piece of pepperoni while eating a
pizza. You could get hurt on anything."
Dodson also expressed the concern that
the rapid turnover in ASUPS leadership
could create problems with consistent
management in the Expeditionary.
Within Dean of Students, The
Expeditionary falls under the auspices of
the Information Center. Kristi
Mapletorpe, the Information Center's
advisor, is the supervisor on record for
the Expeditionary.

us Notes

I.
Friday, November 2

Mocktail 1990- A Summer Flashback will be
sponsored by the Resident Assistants,
Community Coordinators, IFC, and Panhellenic.
To promote alcohol awareness, alcohol free
tropical drinks will be served to the music of
student bands and a DJ-ed dance. Mocktails are 50
cents each, and the $1.00 admission is worth two
free drinks. 9:00 - 12:00 in the Rotunda.

Thursday, November 1
Friday, November 2

Tours & Travels will be taking sign-ups for the
spring break ski trip to Mt Bachelor. 12:00 to
1:00 in the SUB.

Saturday, November 3

Amnesty International's write-a-thon. Sub
Boardroom.

Monday, November 5

Is the US Government collapsing? Find out at
5:00 in Mc. 203. Sponsored by Pi Sigma Alpha
and Students of P&G.

Tuesday, November 6

Nations, Nationality, and Nationalism: open
discussion and debate with statements by several
faculty members. 4:00 in Mc103.

Tuesday, November 6
Thursday, November 8

Scholarship information sessions. The thirty
minute sessions will include where and when to
look for available scholarships and strategies to
improve one's potential for receiving an award.
3:00 in Sub 106 sign up in advance at the Office
of Financial aid and Scholorships: Jones 102.

"If something could be worked out
aside from those issues [liability], I
would be in support of ASUPS
involvement," Maplethorpe said.
"I se how it [student government
turnover] would affect the Expeditionary,
but not necessarily for the bad. You've
got to rise to the occasion," she said.
"The Info Center is already maxed to
its capacity for personnel and funds," said
Otter.
Both Otter and Mayte indicated that
ASUPS was in a position to make the
capital investments necessary to upgrade
Expeditionary equipment.
The Expeditionary currently has a
contract with Base Camp Supply to keep
the equipment maintained and safe.
"We do make enough money to buy
new equipment," said Betsy Baker,
Business Manager of the Expeditionary.
Mayte worries that there is not enough
equipment and that what is there is
inadequate and outdated.'Right now it
needs its equipment upgraded in order to
make it more effective and more of a
student service," she said.
The Expeditionary used to be in the
Fieldhouse, but it was too far away from

November 1, 1990

the center of campus, so it was moved to
the SUB basement. This change has
improved matters somewhat, but not
enough, according to Otter.
He feels that equipment upgrades and
an increase in advertising would both
enhance revenue.
Baker feels that the Expeditionary's
income is adequate.
"We do make quite a bit of money,"
she said.
Up until 1988, the year that DOS took
over, ASUPS was providing funding to
the Expeditionary.
"The Expeditionary was started by
students and I'd like to see it run by
students." said Otter.

Forum from page 1
parents don't want it, and they're not
willing to discuss sex with their
children."
"My parents told me I didn't need to
know about sex," said another audience
member. "[That view] is a little ... uh
idealistic."
"Abortions are on the rise, and teenage
pregnancy is on the rise." said Peyton.
"What is abortion doing to solve the
problem?"
"Abortion has never been offered as a
solution to teenage pregnancy," said an
audience member. "They are there when
the education fails."
Another topic the forum covered was
the right of the government to make
moral decisions for its citizens.
"I would be offended to have a male

dominated society make a decision for me
as a woman, if I were a woman," said
one male audience member.
The forum ended without a consensus.
The general mood of the audience was, as
at the beginning of the forum, ProChoice.

Million from page 1
department, but yesterday afternoon
Thomas declined to specify how it
should be SpeflL
"I like athletics," he said. "But I'd
like to be helping the school as a
whole."
Thomas is a native of Tacoma and
the grandson of one of Puget Sound's
founders.

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men Women. Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,
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Alfie's Teriyaki Special
• Boneless Chicken Teriyaki
• Beef Teriyaki

.................

.............................

• Combo (Chicken & Beef)

.................

2.99
3.99
4,39

•All Teriyaki Specials Char-Broiled, come with
Steamed Rice, Teriyaki Sauce and Salad.

Coupon Expires 11-30-90
N

[Safeway]
INarro

I

P.S.
s.n;cj

!
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Dynasties

[Chevi
Gas
6th Ave.

LJ
Alfie's

IArcoJ
[Gas I
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Calling Order to go

564-4441
Open Mon-Sat: 11 am -9 pm
6820 6th Ave. Tacoma, WA 98406

TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL.
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Canbbean,
Hawaii Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL NOW! Call refundable.

1-206-736-0775, Ext.91 124
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Vonnegut's future present tense
Book Reviews
Hocus Pocus and Educated in
Romance are available at the Bookstore.

Hocus Pocus

By Kurt Vonnegut
C. P. Putnam's Sons

Reviewed by Andy James
A & F Editor
"Hocus pocus" is the cry of a veteran
magician pulling the same rabbit from
the same hat after 25 years at work. It's a
hackneyed phrase, a cliché, but it also
has an inescapably thrilling cloak of
mystery and bitter irony; we still
instinctively sit up when it's said. And,
if the trick is good, the cry winds up
redeemed.
hocus Pocus, the new novel by
grizzled veteran Kurt Vonnegut, performs
the same low-key miracles Vonnegut has
been performing for longer than 25 years,
and they still have that same shambling,
majestic pull. Vonnegut has always been
a master of redeeming low arts; he knows
neither he nor his readers have the
attention span for great art any more, so
he builds his structures from junk
materials: cheap sci-fi novels,
pornography, resigned deadpan. Then he
waves his cane and the reader is drawn
through fear, comedy, bitterness, and a
nearly bottomless sadness.
It may be the same magic he's
performed forever, but he's using it
differently here. Where earlier Vonnegut
novels were about his generation or
indeterminate fictional times, hocus
I'ocus is set so slightly in the future2003—that it ends up being about the
present. Rather than a WWII veteran as a
protagonist, Eugene Debs Hartke went to
Vietnam, a war whose brutal absurdity
inhabits the whole novel.
It inhabits the novel's whole America;
by 2003 America is largely run by the
Japanese, muck turns up on Eastern
beaches, old destroyers have been
converted to floating prisons—and even
then there's not enough room for all the
criminals. It's a world of immediate
possibilities, the present day gone
slightly worse.
More to the point, the Americans of
2003 are busy disengaging: from each
other (the prisons have been segregated to
avoid "cruel and unusual punishment"),
from their own responsibilities,
responsibilities taken on by the
underciasses and Japanese. The
protagonist is named after American
Socialist Eugene Debs, and his epitaph
haunts the novel, because no one feels it
any more: "While there is a lower class I
am in it. While there is a criminal
element I am of it. While there is a soul
in prison I am not free."
The novel is set in a valley with, on
one side, an all-black, overcrowded prison

and, on the other, a university for the
wealthy learning-impaired. As the jacket
reads, "There is a prison break! Habitual
criminals overwhelm the college, taking
hostage the Board of Trustees!
Pandemonium!"
Eugene Debs Hartke, Vonnegut's
tuberculotic alter-ego, winds up in both
buildings, professor and prisoner. We see
the whole decay through his affecticss,
cursed eyes; battered by misfortune,

Part of Vonnegut's technique is to let
phrases repeat until they resonate through
the work as a whole: one character's
favorite statement is "I had to laugh like
hell;" one dies with the words, "See the
niggcr fly the airplane," etc. The
repetitions are not really repetitions;
they're repositionings. Vonnegut returns
to them, refrains, when the contexts shift
to remind you how much they end up
meaning.
In the lobby of the university's library
is a display of attempted perpetual
motion machines under a banner marked
"The Complicated Futility of Ignorance;"
a slogan for the novel. Around the "O"s
of the title, on the cover, are inscribed
the words "perpetual motion," and that is

Kurt Vonnegut, author of Hocus Focus, reaeemer of trash and meandering.
insane in-laws, and the bodies of some
fifty that he killed in Vietnam, he seems
the most detached character possible.
But, even as he stands for a nation
disproving the great Socialist's quote, he
stands for the quote; as much as he is a
passive subject of fate, he is also bound
up with the world around him, pulled
further and further into the teeth of what
he wants to ignore.
It's a magnificent, corros1ve
characterization, drawn with acid and
boundless compassion. Vonnegut's
conceit here is that the novel comes in
fragments, some as long as a page, some
as short as "Cough." The very cheapness
of this is disarming; as always,
Vonnegut lets you think he's joking and
then grinds his anger in.

our ignorance. We keep believing that
society can simply continue of its own
volition, that we will get carried along
without effort into an easy future.
And here's the hocus pocus, the magic
we cast on ourselves:
There were Japanese TV sets all
over the prison. They were like
portholes on an ocean liner. The
passengers were in a state of
suspended animation until the big
ship got where it was going. But
anytime they wanted, the
passengers could look through a
porthole and see the real world out
there.
Life was like an ocean liner to a
lot of people who weren't in prison,

too, of course. And their TV sets
were portholes through which they
could look while doing nothing, to
see all the World was doing with no
help from them.
Look UI it go!
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Educated in Romance
By Dorothy Holland and
Margaret A. Eisenhart
University of Chicago Press

Reviewed by Barbara Racine
Bookstore Manager
When the authors Holland and
Eisenhart originally received a grant to
study why so few women chose majors
in math and science, they didn't expect
to be so distressed at their findings. As
faculty members, they were shocked at
how little planning and clear thinking
went into choosing a major. This led
to further study; Educated in Romance
is the result.
The college women portrayed by this
penetrating study are most influenced
in their behavior by their peers and the
peer culture is built around a concern
for romantic heterosexual
relationships. Outside the classroom,
little concern is given to the actual
education process. Being considered
attractive and finding "Mr. Right"
consumes these women and their
friends. Choosing a major is a very
private decision; many close friends,
the study found, do not know each
other's major. Status within the peer
group is not determined by academic
success.
Many women, according to the
study, enter college with definite career
goals, but, as the course work gets
harder and their time is more taken up
with dating activities, these goals
weaken anj shift downward—toward
more traditional female roles; a
potential doctor becomes a nurse, a
business major becomes a secretary.
The majorify anticipate marrying men
with greater earning power than they
hoped to obtain themselves.
Some women, the authors found, are
uncomfortable with the pressure to
date, but find it hard to resist the peer
pressure to conforai. None of the
women studied turned to the university
for encouragement even though the
campus did have a Women's Studies
program and a feminist organization. A
few of the women reported being taken
less seriously in the classroom than
male students, but they never made a
public issue of it—it is generally, the
report found, considered a private
situation.
Educated in Romance is a
disturbing book and should be of
interest to both educators and students.
We should be concerned if, as this
study indicates, women still measure
their worth on the basis of their sexual
appeal to men and if important life
decisions are made in the shadow of

41
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Nov. 3—Saturday
Symposium: "The World of
Romanticism and Cesar Franck."
Kilworth Chapel; 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
$30 w/lunch. 756-3700

a

I..
Unless otherwise mentioned, events take
place on campus. Call the Information
Center at 756-3329 for additional
information.
Nov. 1—Thursday

a

II

)pOpped UOZS

By Scott Sterbenz
Contributing Writer
Every once in a while progressive
music concertgoers will happen upon a
true gem of a live performance. The ease
with which a band can capture the
attention of such discerning listeners is
something that neither love or money
can buy. Stretch is such a band.
Simply put, this association of four
self-effacing Puget Sound students is
probably the best underground band this
campus has ever seen. With a polished
EP—engineered by nationally known
Seattle producer Steve Fisk—already
under their belt, Stretch is eager for new
worlds to conquer.
With David Brown on bass, Christian

Jensen on guitar, Molly Mannon, vocals,
and Tom Olsen on drums, uniquely
accessible sounds emanate from the
shadows. Even the most musically
saturated listener is not satiated after
dining on a Stretch performance. If the
precise and emotionally driven
vocalizations of the enigmatic Ms.
Mannon are not enough to satisfy one's
aural thirst, then the seemingly random,
cacophonous collaboration of Brown,
Jensen, and Olsen will drive you into
submission.
Do something this weekend to appease
your latent heroin cravings by
submitting to a healthy dose of Stretch,
They play at the Cellar this Friday at 1C
p.m.—it's even free. See you there.

Tova reads from her work at Red & Black
Books in Seattle. 7:30 p.m. 322-READ
Tacoma Actors Guild presents Mark
Harelik's The Immigrant through the
18th. 8:00 p.m. $ 15-19. 272-2145

Inside Theater's production of Sophie
Treadwell's "Machinal." Inside Theater;
800 p.m. $6 general, $3
students/seniors. Runs ThursdaySaturday until the 17th.

Nov. 4—Sunday

Opening reception for Northwest
Watercolor Society's juried exhibition.
Kirkland Art Center, Peter Kirk Gallery;
7:00 p.m. to 9:00. Exhibition open
through Nov. 30.

Saturday Night Live alumnus Joe
Piscopo. Fieldhouse; 8:00 p.m. $15
general, $9 students.

Jazz ensemble the Hugh Fraser Quintet at
Prosito's on 6th Ave. 8:00 p.m. $5 cover
charge. 756-6760
Nov. 2—Friday
Showcase presents Russian folk group
Gruppa Yabloko. The Rotunda; 11:3012:30. Free.
Soni Ventorum Wind Quintet performs
selections from Barthe, Persichetti, and
Beethoven. Meany Hall, University of
Washington; 8:00 p.m. $3. 543-4880

"Hello, Dolly!" at the Pantages. Also the
5th. 8:00 p.m. 591-5894

Kevin Rolstad/Jay Mabin Quartet at
Prosito's on 6th Ave. $4 cover charge.
756-6760
Morris Berman reads from his work at
Red & Black Books in Seattle. 7:30 p.m.
322-READ
Nov. 7—Wednesday
Exhibition of drawings by Dennis Cox
and photographs by Tim Frazier opens at
Kittredge Gallery; runs through
December 2. Free.

Nov. 8—Thursday
11th Annual Stand-up Comedy
Copmpetition preliminary rounds. Victor Borge at the Paramount Theater in
Bailey's Comedy Penthouse; 9:00 p.m. Seattle. 8:00 p.m. 623-6000
628-0303

NOW TO IMPROVE
YOUR SCORES ON
SPORTS INJURY EXAMS.
If you ever run into a sports injury,
come to Pacific Sports Medicine for
your exam.
\M're the largest, most comprehensive sports medicIne kicility in the
South Sound area, and our doctors and
staff of professionals all specialize in sports—from diagnosis
to surgery to rehabilitation therapy
In fact, our docs are jocks themselves.
Call us at 572-TEAM and well schedule your exam
around your class schedule. No Blue Book required.

PACIFIC SPORTS MEDICIH
3.31.5 South 23rd Street, Tacoma,

Edward Hansen performs organ pieces by
composer Cesar Franck. Kilworth
Chapel; 8:00 p.m. $6 general, $3
student/senior.

98405

Call 572-TE4M

Nov. 10—Saturday
Lakewood Playhouse presents Joseph
Kesselring's Arsenic and Old Lace. 8:00 Young Fresh Fellows, The Moviestars,
p.m. $5. Through December 1. 588-0042 and Eggplant at the Backstage. 9:30 p.m.
789-6953

CI
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Experience the key
By Eric D. Williams
Sports Editor
The Lady Loggers suffered a minor
setback in their drive to district playoffs
last friday. Nationally ranked Division II
power Portland State University swept
the Loggers in three games 15-5, 15-10,
and 15-11.
Portland State asserted their dominance
early, jumping out to a 10-4 margin
before coasting to a 15-5 win. The
Vikings played with greaL enthusiam,
communicating well with each other, and
their height advantage allowed them to
control the net the entire match.
"We were a little intimidated at first
because a lot of our newer players had
not faced such experienced competition,"
said Co-Caption Jill Fox. "But as the
game progressed we gained momentum
and played better."
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"As the game
progressed we
gained momentum
and played better."

•1

In the second game the Loggers hung
close to the Vikings, dinking over the
t!ltblockcrs instead of spiking through
hefñ. HOwever, serving and mental
errors began to plague Puget Sound and
Portland State pulled away to a 12-6
margin and took the second game 15-10.
The Loggers forged their first lead of
the match in game three, going ahead 118. But the Vikings showed why they are
Nationally ranked, coming back from a
three point deficit to score seven straight
points and win the final game 15-11.
Puget Sound did turn in some good
individual performances. Leslie Ota

be a struggle.
We have to take
one game
at a time."

Logger Jill

FOX

di.cplays her all-aroud ability by digging this Vikin' spike.

The Loggers open action at 1:00p.m.
Friday against Whitworth while Lewis
and Clark State plays Seattle Pacific.
Western Washington and Central
Washington each draw first round byes.
The tournament is double elimination
with the Championship set for 7:00 p.m.
Saturday night.
Coach Kim feels the 1990 squad is
well prepared for the challenge of the
District Tournament based on the tought
competition they faced all season. In
addition, the Loggers have played in three
tournaments this season and are a good
tournament team.
"Everyone will be playing at their best
because they know if you lose your out,"
said Fox. "There are no real favorites, so
each game will be a struggle. We have
to take one game at a time."
If the Loggers win the tournament they
will host the Bi-District Championship
and play the top team from NAIA
District 2.

p

Volleyball Photos
by Finnley MacDonald.
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Men's soccer finishes with a bang
Mark Dimling
Staff Writer

I
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In their final game of the season the
Puget Sound men's soccer team bid
farewell to the college careers of seniors
Brad Ward and Steve Lilliberg. In a
fitting end to both the careers of the two
seniors and an up and down season,
Puget Sound thrashed Concordia 6-1.
The Loggers took control early as Jeff
Caba manuevcred into position for a
quick shot seconds after the start of the
game. Shortly afterwards, the Loggers
took the lead as Steve Lilliberg was
brought up from his fullback position to
take a penalty kick and boomed it into
the lower left corner to give UPS a 1-0
lead.
Concordia bounced back quickly tying
up the score on a deflected corner kick.
However, midway through the first half,
Chris Higuchi put the Loggers up for
good as he slipped a shot under the
goalie. The Loggers increased their lead
to 3-1 when Matt Woods knocked the
ball past the goalie after a series of
deflections. Logger goalie Lars Jensen
was impressive in the first half with
three excellant saves; one on a corner
kick and two deflections against
oncoming attackers. Concordia could not
convert on its last real threat to score
when a player missed a header shot on
open Logger goal.
Concordia, who had been playing
aggressively all day, started to vent their
frustrations on the Loggers. Tensions
boiled over halfway through the second
half and a fight broke out on the Loggers
sideline, causing a player from each team
to be thrown out.
Concordia compounded their problems
when another one of their players was
thrown out. Minutes later, Puget Sound
took advantage of the weakening
Concordia defense when Ian Wells beat
the Concordia goalie to the ball outside
of the box and shot the ball into the open
goal, putting the Loggers up 4-1.
The Loggers got two more goals late
in the game as Andy Van Ornum bouced
his shot off of an opponents head into
the goal and Jeff Caba angled a shot past
the goalie to finish Out the scoring 6-1.
Coach Freeman was proud of his team's
strong finish
"We played well. We dedicated this
last game to seniors Brad Ward and Steve
Lilliberg. We finished 7-9-1 and
improved greatly and hopefully will
improve more next year."

-4

0

(A

Matt Woods prepares to take a shot on the confused Concordia defense. Woods ended up with the goal on the play.

Intramurals offer a permanent study break for all

By Bruno Zalubil
Staff Writer

According to Mike Durnin, director of
Puget Sound Intamural Sports program,
"The purpose of intramurals is to provide
activity for students and a break from
studying and the everyday routine."
During the first session of the Fall
Semester season, roughly 700 Puget
Sound students used intramural sports as
a excuse to get out of studying. Students
from all disciplines blended together in
soccer, volleyball, flag football, and golf
tournaments. Soccer, with 200
particpants, and volleyball, with 300,
both surpassed last year's participation

totals.
"More people are getting
involved," said Durnin.
"That's
encouraging."
Volleyball is the only sport that is
finished thus far. The Champions are as
follows:
Men A-----Pizza Boy
Men B-----Cuervo Gold
Women's--- Gamma Phi Beta
Coed A---- Loggers From Heck
Coed B-----Nu Beta Phi
The flag football and Soccer playoffs
were postponed from last week due to
inclement weather conditions and are

scheduled for this Saturday and Sunday.
For exact times and pairings, call the
intramural hotline at X3427.
For anyone who missed out on this
first session or for those who would like
to continue their intramural careers in
other sports, the second Fall semester
session starts on November fourth.
This upcoming session features
basketball and indoor soccer. The
basketball activity will have four
different men's leagues, a women's
league, and a coed league. Indoor Soccer
will consist of a men's and a coed league.
A pickleball tournament is also scheduled
for this session, but the date hasn't been
set.

To get involved one has to show
enough initiative to find a developing
team that needs players or to go to the
intramural office in the Fieldhouse to
pick up an entry form to start a team
from scratch as a manager. The deadline
is November first at 7:30 p.m. when the
team managers meet in Fieldhouse
classroom number two.
For additional infromation read the
Tattler or call the intramural hotlinc at
X3427. All team standings are posted
daily outside the intramural office and all
upcoming games are recorded on the
intramural hotline for quick and easy
reference.

FEATURES

Kuwaiti invasionhits Puget Sound
Geology grad in midst of turmoil
By Chris Perkins
Features Editor
On a recent episode of Nightline, Ted
Koppel interviewed a man by the name
of Ali Al Shamlan. He is the minister of
Education in Kuwait. He is also a Puget
Sound graduate.
Shamlan, who is in exile due to the
invasion of his country by Iraq, graduated
in the early 70's with a B.A. in Geology.
I recently talked with Dr. Stewart
Lowther, a professor in the Geology
department about his old friend.
"Ali was a very nice, entertaining
individual," said Lowther. "All of us here
in the geology department have wondered
about him since the invasion. We have
no clue as to his whereabouts or his
family's."
After he left Puget Sound, Shamlan
went to Texas where he earned his
Master's in Geology. Lowther was not
sure if Shamlan earned his Ph.D in
Texas, but he did know that he returned
to Kuwait and joined the faculty at the
University of Kuwait.
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is well with him.
After all, he is one
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There he founded the Geology
department and modeled it after the
curriculum that he first studied here at
Puget Sound. "We are very proud about
that," said Lowther.
Two years ago, Lowther, along with
retired geology professor, Dr. Norman
Anderson, met with Sharnlan when he
returned to the university. It was at this
time that they found out that Shamlan
was the Director General for the Kuwait
Foundation for the Advancement of
Science. As director, Shamlan organized
all of the science advancement in the
country.
That was the last time that Lowther
saw Shamlan. He does know that about a
year ago, he was appointed by the Amir
of Kuwait, to be the Minister of
Education. "That is the last piece of news
that I know about Ali," said Lowther. "I
hope that everything is well with him.
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"I hope that everything

of our troops made
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ONC[HURRICkNE MIMI
& SIGNS OF SPRINGI
HELLO DOLLY FEATURING MIMI HINES
November 4 & 5, 8:00 PM
Tickets. $22.50/$25.50/$28.50

Day of show student/senior rush $8.00
Mimi Hines and Phil Ford come ashore for two
performances of a Broadwsy favorite. Dolly—a
meddling matchmaker—is joined by galloping
waiters and oppressed workers in this marvelous
musical. Sponsored by Puget Sound National Bank
and Security Pacific Bank.

"ONE MORE SPRING" BY THE
NATiONAL THEATRE OF THE DEAF
Wednesday, November 7, 8:00 PM
Tickets: $12.50/$15.50/$18.50

Day of show student/senior rush $8.00
The funny unconventional Depression Era story
of a small band of citizens sharing lean times in Central
Park. Performed in a unique visual language style that
allows audiences to hear and see every word.
A Western States Arts Federation Program.

After all, he is one of our troops macic
good."

EANTAGES

Call Pantages at 591-589401 Ticketmaster. Season tickets are available at the Pantages ticket office
901 Broadway, Tacoma, Mon—Fri 1130 a,m,-6,00 p.m. Stop by or call.
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By Andy James
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A&E Editor
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F/A
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1Ssici jaciets
3395
From $
Asst. name brands and styles

Men's/Ladies'

\

\ STRETCH PANTS
From

$69 95

SMITH
GOGGLES
Anti-fog and double-lens

Gore-tex lined

VSIKI GLOVES

* Save an additional 10% with student I.D. *

MCKMAM PRODMTSTm
A DIVISION OF SPORTCASTER

"Largest Selection
of jackets in the
Northwest!"

Tradition of Savings!"

3304 S. 23rd

oirs M-Sat
10-6

Near Target
624-2748

If next year's batch of freshmen talk
about "the mountain," ask where the
hatchet is, and overcrowd the Group
Decision Making classes, Lisa Birnbach
may be to blame. Bimbach, the author of
the early-eighties smash The Preppy
Handbook, has written a chatty, detailed
guide to selected colleges, including
Puget Sound.
Her general assessment? ". . .for the
time being, students at Puget Sound
'don't rock the boat,' they vote
Republican. . . they complain about all the
work," and, she notes they "say the kind
of things that would make most parents
proud."
Those who may be offended at the
characterization can take comfort in the
fact that Birnbach describes the campu
as "extremely pretty." She also notes the
fact that seventy percent of the student
body receives some financial aid.
On the whole, however, she does state
that "some students portray a very
civilized and insular view of their school
when they imagine the worst possible
tragedy: 'losing your Nordstrom's card or
daddy cutting me off."
Although her campus visit of a few
years ago was fairly brief—a few daysshe offers very specific facts about life on
campus. In addition to the
aforementioned "Campus Slang,"
"Favorite School Tradition," and
"Recommended Course," she lists the
"Best Place for Quiet Study" as the
"Library ...in the tower" or Maclntyre
classrooms; the "Best Residence Hall" is
a tie between Anderson/Langdon,
University and Todd. The worst,
Bimbach decided, was Regester, due to an
"echo problem."
The most popular, as well as best, offcampus hangout is Enginehouse 9, with
the Cellar winning multiple categorieson-campus hangout, best hangout to be
seen, best hangout for food. She laments
the secrecy of the gay comm unity but
notes that parking is "not a problem."
Birnbach seemed most intruiged by the
Security Services, which struck her as
"peer counseling, as opposed to actual
crime stopping."
Overall, Birnbach's portrait is
flattering; she rates "Sincere interest in
undergraduate students" 10 on a scale of 1
to 10. But she also says we need to relax:
"Students have been hyperaware of the
costs and the sacrifice of their folks and
talk about such unmeasurables as their
education being worth it" Why should
it surpre her? Were elI Repuhhcaes
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Charlotte Broeente's socks, etc.
Many people have commented lately about our semi-weekly Media Advisor of the
Week. 'Why on earth would we, your humble and class-conscious Trail staff, engage
regularly in such wackiness?" you might be inclined to ask. Well, there is a simple
answer to this profound and perplexing question. It is not, however, that we any longer
despair our lack of a media advisor or hope to get some kind of satisfaction out of
embarrassing the bureaucracy whose ineptitude is responsible for that lack. Nor is it
some kind of subliminal attempt to influence the minds of our astute readership
through the insidious use of media images. Rather, the answer to this question lies in
our collective despair. We at The Trail, as self-appointed representatives of our
generation, find ourselves bereft of heroes and heroines. Who stands for freedom,
justice, and equality today? George Bush? Neil Bush? Kate Bush? Our exalted members
of Congress? 011ie North? Mickey Mouse?
Today's catalogue of notables leaves a lot to be desired. So we have decided to look
back into history and among the downtrodden and oppressed of the earth to find people
to admire. Sure, they are larger than life heroes and heroines of by-gone days who have
either said, done, or written impressive things. In contrast to real-life heroes and
heroines--or a real media advisor for that matter--they are far removed from our everyday
concerns, and while lighting the path toward moral progress for ideal-starved American
youth, they aid us little in the mundane affairs of everyday life. For the most part, they
no longer even exist, except as examples. But in lieu of a real media advisor, and in
place of actual heroes, they are all we've got.
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Sometimes, though, we do find them a little bit too abstract: How did Sartre eat?
Did Charlotte BrOnte darn her own socks? Does Fidel Castro roll his own cigars? Did
Faust ever do anything that was incredibly boring? Would Eugene V. Debs approve of
Chilli fritos or eggplant parmesan? These are the perrenial questions, the questions that
proposed media advisors have been at a loss to answer. And so we are left to wallow in
intellectual discourse.

Opinion

RU-486 development should not be stifled
By J.J. Coiquhoun
Contributing Editor
The abortion debate continues to rage on the battlefield of conventional morality
rather than practical science, even here in the hallowed halls of the Harvard of the West.
Approval of RU-486, the so-called "abortion pill", has been bandied about in medical
and governmental circles for several years now, but the subject is seldom raised in
public forums organized by common people, such as the one held in the SUB
Boardroom this last Tuesday. Even "bioethical decision making" laboratories in
Biology 1 1 1 here at the University of Puget Sound loathe to raise the issue and quickly
sidestep it. Why is this contragestive drug, which figures so largely in the abortion
debate, so largely ignored?
RU-486, also known as mifepristone, is a synthetic antiprogesterone which tricks the
body into thinking it's the real thing. Progesterone is the hormone which prepares and
maintains the lining of the uterus for the implantation of a fertilized egg which
normally attaches itself within two weeks after conception. Mifepristone has been
studied primarily for its contragestive properties within the first weeks of pregnancy,
but potentially holds other clinical applications including labor induction, suppression
of ovulation, and treatment of breast cancer.
So far, China and France are the only two countries to have approved this drug,
although not without some public opposition. The efforts of Scandanavian and Third
World countries to secure the drug for public use are hampered by the fact that
executives of Roussel-Uclaf, the French biochemical company which distibutes RU486, have been subjected to anonymous threats to their wives and children and also face
a worldwide boycott of their company's products.
Britain is currently conducting tests of the drug, while the state of California has
clamored, since July, for the right to do likewise. In America, home of the First
Ammendment, the zealous American Right-to-Life Committee has actively lobbied in
the arch-conservative corners of Congress and the FDA to prevent commercial
distribution of mifepristone or any other antiprogesterones in the future. In addition,
Americans have been bombarded with a superficial, sensationalized portrayal of RU486. From information on TV news programs, one might imagine that this "abortionpill" would entice women everywhere to have the most wild and irreverent sex of their
lives and then rush to the nearest pharmacy to do away with unwanted pregnancies. In
reality, RU-486 is neither the over-the-counter 'abortion pill" or moral apocolypse that

vocalist minority doomsayers would have you believe. RU-486 is hardly painless and
its not like taking over-the-counter tylenol in the comfort of your own bathroom. RU486 does not make it "easier" to obtain an abortion, in some ways the beauracracy
involved makes it harder. In France, according to the law, a woman must be a legal
resident and must go to a governmentally authorized hospital center. Two days after
being given RU-486, she must return for a dose of prostaglandin, which causes
contractions and helps foster expulsion. Because serious cramping and heavy bleeding
may occur, she may be admitted as an outpatient for further observation. If a woman
decides not to have a child, whether she aborts with the aid of mifepristone, surgery, or
a coat hanger, she will do it. Given that abortion exists and will continue to exist
despite efforts to ensure contrariwise, RU-486 must be the most moral and practical
option since it reduces mortality rates through the avoidance of surgery, anesthesia, and
unscrupulous back-alley practitioners. If we take the French example, we see that
although RU-486 is safer than either a surgical or illegal abortion, it cannot be labelled
as either easy or painless.
How can we justify stifling research and development of a potentially safer and
cheaper method of performing a procedure that is both legal and widespread in this
country and others? We admit that women must be granted the right to make
reproductive choices based upon their own personal values, we must now go further and
ensure the maximum safety and well-being of women no matter what choice they do
happen to make. While allowing our personal views to dictate our individual actions,
we must be wary of those who seek to thwart the progress of scientific investigation.
The list of other potential uses of mifepristone is staggering: as a treatment for
glaucoma, pre-menstrual syndrome, fibrocystic disease, uterine cancer, and breast
cancer. In a similiar vein, saline causes abortion too, but because of its other uses we
have not banned the sale of salt in the United States.
We should not be afraid of science, especially when it offers the potential to save
human life. Does RU-486 represent peril or progress? Could mifepnstone aid in labor
induction and make cesearean sections obsolete? Could mifepristone aid in combatting
other ailments in addition to its contragestive propertities? Sadly, we may never know,
if the doors to inquiry remain forever closed. All I ask is that we abandon paranoia and
ignorance in favor of freely debating the implementation of RU486 practically and
rationally. By simply doing so we preserve a withering freedom that is paramount to
the continued operation of our health-care system.
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Letters
access to and control over their religious
sites, which was not the case when the
city was under Jordanian control. I might
add (as I did during the Open Forum) that
the current restrictions on those who can
go to the mosques on the Temple Mount
are temporary, only until tensions cool
down.
Although I am not a journalist, I
would like to offer a few suggestions to
The Trail for future articles of this
nature: first, research the topic, at least a
little. Second, use a tape recorder (and if
not, verify the quotes), and third, report
responsibly--don't cut up arguments or
statements.
I am glad that The Trail covered the
Open Forum but I'd rather not be
portrayed as a right-wing, religious
zealot.
Herman Westreich

Trail misquotes
H. Westreich in
Jerusalem forum
Although I enjoyed participating in the
Open Forum discussing who should
control Jerusalem, I did not enjoy reading
about it in The Trail. I was grossly
misquoted and my position was
misrepresented. Misquoted isn't the right
word, it's more like quotes were made up
using my name. I did not say, We (the
Jewish People) have a legitimate claim
to Jerusalem because we were the first
one's to occupy the city," (as quoted in
The Trail). Anyone who knows me
and/or a little biblical history would
know that: first, I wouldn't say
something like that, I do not make
political claims on religious grounds.
Second, it isn't true, the Jebusites were
in Jerusalem before any Jews were.
I am quoted as saying, "There should
be a Palestinian city.' I think the reporter
meant state instead of city, because I
certainly didn't say city. Similarly, the
reporter failed to add my reasoning that
because of certain religious sites, Israel
would never give up Jerusalem. It isn't
just because these religious sites are
located in Jerusalem, but rather because
of how the Jordanians desecrated them
when Jordan occupied the city. I then
added that the different religions do have

Is

as saying: "We (the Jewish people) have
a legitimate claim to Jerusalem because
we were the first ones to occupy it."
The truth is that the Jews came to
Jerusalem following the invasion of
Palestine from Sinai and Egypt, some
3000 years after the city was built and
inhabited, and considered a holy place. I
don't know whether Westreich is ignorant
or wants to distort history but the proof
is precisely in the Old Testament of the
Bible, which the Jews cite as their
historical authority.
In the Book of Genesis, Chapter 14
Verses 18-20, there is a report of
Abraham visiting Ur-Salem (the City of
Salem), which is now known as
Jerusalem, to receive blessings from its
king, Melchizedek, who is described there
as "the priest of the most high God."
Meichizedek was a king of the
Jebusites, a sub-group of the Canaanites
who, along with the Amorites and
others, were Semitic tribes and nations
which have inhabited the region for
thousands of years and later came to be

Jews have no
historical claim
to Jerusalem

referred tO as "Arabs." Meichizedek is
highly regarded in the Bible as a
prototype of Christ, a priest-king. In his
time, Ur-Salem was a holy city and he
was a holy priest who gave Abraham a
blessing when Abraham was a wanderer,
at least a thousand years before Moses
and his people started the invasion of
Palestine.
Archeological evidence has proved that
the Jebusites of King Mcichizedek built
Jerusalem, some 7000-8000 years ago.
The city has always been holy and
continuously occupied. In contrast, the
much publicized Jewish kingdom over
the city lasted a mere 70 years, under
David and Solomon. If anybody has a
true claim to Jerusalem and Palestine it
is the descendants of the Jebusites and
other Semitic tribes: the Arabs. Certainly
not the Jews, and most certainly not the
Ashkenazi-Khazar, non-semitic Jewish
converts who earner to Palestine under
Western imperialism in this century to
claim Palestine in the name of--God!
Bassam Bishuti

Editorial Polic
The Trail is published weekly by the Associated Students of the University of Pu get Sound.
Opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students, the
University, or its Board of Trustees. Staff Editorials (unsigned editorials) are the opinion of a
majority of the core staff. Guest opinion.s are printed at the discretion of the Editor. The Trail
reserves the right not to print letters over three hundred words, and to edit any letters printed. All
letters must have a signature and a phone nwnber and are due by Tuesday at 5 p.m. Anonymous
letters will be printed only at the discretion of the Editor. Letters and other correspondence may
by addressed to: The Trail, University of Pu get Sound, 1500 N. Warner, Tacoma, WA 98416.

This is a comment about the forum,
"Who Owns Jerusalem?," on which you
reported in The Trail of 25 October.
There is much to be said about the
subject but I wanted to correct an
erroneous statement attributed to the
student Herman Westreich who is quoted

Mike
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Immortality is Yours!
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GIANT 20" x 24"
CUSTOM POSTER
I'

Thrill Your Sweetheart!
Shock Your Mother!
Blow UpANY PICTURE!
No Negative Required!

.
"

'ES! Blow Me Up! a Giant 20"x 25" B&W Poster.
nclosed is a LiPicture LIiJSIide ElNegative ElOther
bolos Unlimited, Inc.
'ept. 500
009 Garrison St. NE
lympia, Washington

8506-4330
06)352-9978

Name
Address

Number of Prints
Cost per Print
Total Cost of Prin

City

State
Zip ________________________________________
P/lone

+

$2.00 Shipping

TOTAL

Lisa Bloemker
Jen Targee
Marie Barber
Karl Brown
Alison Creer
Betsy Baker
and New Affiliate: Melanie Kelsey

Buy this

$259995

St.ereo System,

Photo Services
invites you to
order your
favo rite
photograph.
Anything you
want from
Anything we
have.

AND WE'll THROW IN THE CAR...
It's time sell our custom Camaro "IROC Orion sub-woofers, 8 6-1/2" Alpine mid-bass,
To Perfection." The car that has won many 4 Kenwood mid-range and 4 Alpine dome
awards in Northwest car audio competitions. tweeters. Alarm System: Alpine 8080 with
This system has been treated like a baby... telephone interface Alarm System (custom
sitting warm and dry in our showroom as installed). Radar Detector: Custom dash
our car audio demo machine. mount. Alpine Cellular Phone. Current
Estimated value of mobile electronic
Here are the facts.
system $26,000.

If you can't afford this car at least come by
Car: 1986 Camaro IROC custom detailed
for Automotive Sound, approximately 22,000 to experience it. You won't be sorry. It could
miles. Audio System: Alpine AM/FM/CD be a point of reference for what you might
with equalizer/ crossover and 6 amplifiers. like to do with your own car's sound system!
Power: 1720 Watts. Speakers: 18 total-2 12" Complete systems installed from $300. Mobile
Security and cellular phones available too.
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Hand printed,
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